We consider the problem of minimizing a given n-variate polynomial f over the hypercube [−1, 1] n .
Introduction

Background results
We consider the problem of minimizing a given n-variate polynomial f ∈ R[x] over the compact set K = [ −1, 1] n , i.e., computing the parameter As already mentioned in [4] , formula (1.3) does not appear explicitly in [10] which only mentions the characterization of nonnegative functions, but one can derive it easily from this nonnegativity characterization. To see this we write f min = sup{λ : f (x) − λ ≥ 0 on K}. Then, for any finite Borel measure µ, we have f min = sup{λ : K h(f − λ)dµ ≥ 0 ∀h ∈ Σ[x]}. As K h(f − λ)dµ = K hf dµ − λ K h dµ, after normalizing K h dµ = 1, the formula (1.3) follows.
In the recent work [3] , it is shown that for a compact set K ⊆ [0, 1] n one may obtain a similar result using density functions arising from (products of univariate) beta distributions. In particular, the following theorem is implicit in [3] .
Theorem 1.2 [3] Let K ⊆ [0, 1]
n be a compact set, let µ be an arbitrary finite Borel measure supported by K, and let f be a continuous function on R n . Then, f is nonnegative on K if and only if
for all h of the form
4)
where the β i s and η i s are nonnegative integers. Therefore, the minimum of f over K can be expressed as 5) where the infimum is taken over all beta-densities h of the form (1.4).
For the box K = [0, 1] n and selecting for µ the Lebesgue measure, we obtain a hierarchy of upper bounds f H r converging to f min , where f H r is the optimum value of the program (1.5) when the infimum is taken over all beta-densities h of the form (1.4) with degree r.
The rate of convergence of the upper bounds f (r) K and f H r has been investigated recently in [4] and [3] , respectively. It is shown in [4] that f (r) K − f min = O(1/ √ r) for a large class of compact sets K (including all convex bodies and thus the box [0, 1] n or [−1, 1] n ) and the stronger rate f H r − f min = O(1/r) is shown in [3] for the box K = [0, 1] n . While the parameters f (r) K can be computed using semidefinite optimization (in fact, a generalized eigenvalue computation problem, see [10] ), an advantage of the parameters f H r is that their computation involves only elementary operations (see [3] ).
Another possibility for getting a hierarchy of upper bounds is grid search, where one takes the best function evaluation at all rational points in K = [0, 1] n with given denominator r. It has been shown in [3] that these bounds have a rate of convergence in O(1/r 2 ). However, the computation of the order r bound needs an exponential number r n of function evaluations.
New contribution
In the present work we continue this line of research. For the box K = [−1, 1] n , our objective is to build a new hierarchy of measure-based upper bounds, for which we will be able to show a sharper rate of convergence in O(1/r 2 ). We obtain these upper bounds by considering a specific Borel measure µ (specified below in (1.7)) and polynomial density functions with a so-called Schmüdgen-type SOS representation (as in (1.6) below).
We first recall the relevant result of Schmüdgen [20] , which gives SOS representations for positive polynomials on a basic closed semi-algebraic set (see also, e.g., [18] , [11, Theorem 3.16] , [13] ).
, and assume that K is compact. If p ∈ R[x] is positive on K, then p can be written as
) are sum-of-squares polynomials.
For the box K = [−1, 1] n , described by the polynomial inequalities 1−x
n ≥ 0, we consider polynomial densities that allow a Schmüdgen-type representation of bounded degree r: 6) where the polynomials σ I are sum-of-squares polynomials with degree at most r − 2|I| (to ensure that the degree of h is at most r). We will also fix the following Borel measure µ on [−1, 1] n (which, as will be recalled below, is associated with some orthogonal polynomials):
This leads to the following new hierarchy of upper bounds f (r) for f min . Definition 1.4 Let µ be the Borel measure from (1.7). For r ∈ N consider the parameters
where the infimum is taken over the polynomial densities h that allow a Schmüdgen-type representation (1.6), where each σ I is a sum-of-squares polynomial with degree at most r − 2|I|.
The convergence of the parameters f (r) to f min follows as a direct application of Theorem 1.1, since A main result in this paper is to show that the bounds f (r) have a rate of convergence in O(1/r 2 ). Moreover we will show that the parameter f (r) can be computed through generalized eigenvalue computations.
be a polynomial and f min be its minimum value over the box [−1, 1] n . For any r large enough, the parameters f (r) defined in (1.8) satisfy
As already observed above this result compares favorably with the estimate: f
in [4] for the bounds f (r)
K based on using SOS densities. (Note however that the latter convergence rate holds for a larger class of sets K that includes all convex bodies; see [4] for details.) The new result also improves the estimate f
r , shown in [3] for the bounds f H r obtained by using densities arising from beta distributions.
We now illustrate the optimal densities appearing in the new bounds f (r) on an example. Example 1.6 Consider the minimization of the Motzkin polynomial , and f min = 0. Figure  1 shows the optimal density function h * computed when solving the problem (1.8) for degrees 12 and 16, respectively. Note that the optimal density h * shows four peaks at the four global minimizers of
The corresponding upper bounds from (1. 
: α i = 0} denotes the support of α and, for α, β ∈ N n , δ α,β ∈ {0, 1} is equal to 1 if and only if α = β.
Background on the polynomial kernel method
Our goal is to approximate the Dirac delta function at a given point x * ∈ R n as well as possible, using polynomial density functions of bounded degrees. This is a classical question in approximation theory. In this section we will review how this may be done using the polynomial kernel method and, in particular, using Jackson kernels. This theory is usually developed using the Chebyshev polynomials, and we start by reviewing their properties. We will follow mainly the work [21] for our exposition and we refer to the handbook [2] for more background information.
Chebyshev polynomials
We will use the univariate polynomials T k (x) and U k (x), respectively known as the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind. They are defined as follows:
and they satisfy the following recurrence relationships:
As a direct application one can verify that |T k (x)| = 1 and max
attained at x = ±1 (see, e.g., [2, §22.14.4, 22.14.6]).
The Chebyshev polynomials are orthogonal for the following inner product on the space of integrable functions over [−1, 1]: 5) and their orthogonality relationships read
For any r ∈ N the Chebyshev polynomials T k (k ≤ r) form a basis of the space of univariate polynomials with degree at most r. One may write the Chebyshev polynomials in the standard monomial basis using the relations
see, e.g., [2, Chap. 22] . From this, one may derive a bound on the largest coefficient in absolute value appearing in the above expansions of T k (x) and U k−1 (x). A proof for the following result will be given in the appendix.
Lemma 2.1 For any fixed integer k > 1, one has
where ψ(k) = 0 for k ≤ 4 and ψ(k) =
Moreover, the right-hand side of (2.7) increases monotonically with increasing k.
In the multivariate case we use the following notation. We let dµ(x) denote the Lebesgue measure on [−1, 1] n with the function
as density function:
and we consider the following inner product for two integrable functions f, g on the box [−1, 1] n :
(which coincides with (2.5) in the univariate case n = 1). For α ∈ N n , we define the multivariate Chebyshev polynomial
The multivariate Chebyshev polynomials satisfy the following orthogonality relationships:
and, for any r ∈ N, the set of Chebyshev polynomials {T α (x) : |α| ≤ r} is a basis of the space of n-variate polynomials of degree at most r.
Jackson kernels
A classical problem in approximation theory is to find a best (uniform) approximation of a given continuous function f : [−1, 1] → R by a polynomial of given maximum degree r. Following [21] , a possible approach is to take the convolution f (r)
KPM of f with a kernel function of the form
where r ∈ N and the coefficients g r k are selected so that the following properties hold:
(1) The kernel is positive:
(2) The kernel is normalized: g r 0 = 1. KPM is then defined by
As the first coefficient is g r 0 = 1, the kernel is normalized:
, and we have:
f (x)dx. The positivity of the kernel K r implies that the integral operator f → f In what follows we select the following parameters g r k for k = 1, . . . , r, which define the so-called Jackson kernel, again denoted by K r (x, y):
where we set θ r := π r + 2 . 
For the constant C d we may take
, where
(2.12)
Proof. Define the polynomial
with degree k. Then, in view of relation (2.11), we have: 1 − g r k = P k (cos θ r ). Recall from relation (2.4) that T k (1) = 1 and U k−1 (1) = k for any k ∈ N. This implies that P k (1) = 0 and thus we can factor P k (x) as
where the scalars q i are given by
It now suffices to observe that for any 0 ≤ i ≤ k and k ≤ d, the p i 's are bounded by a constant depending only on d, which will imply that the same holds for the scalars q i . For this, set
Then the coefficients p i of P k (x) can be expressed as
For all 0 ≤ k ≤ d the coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomials T k , U k−1 can be bounded by an absolute constant depending only on d. Namely, by Lemma 2.1, |t
Finally, combining this with the fact that 1 − cos x ≤ for all x ∈ [0, π], we obtain the desired inequality from the lemma statement. 2
Jackson kernel approximation of the Dirac delta function
If one approximates the Dirac delta function δ x * at a given point x * ∈ [−1, 1] by taking its convolution with the Jackson kernel K r (x, y), then the result is the function
see [21, KPM is in fact a good approximation to the Gaussian density:
(Recall that the Dirac delta measure may be defined as a limit of the Gaussian measure when σ ↓ 0.) This approximation is illustrated in Figure 2 for several values of r. The corresponding scatterplots show the values of the Gaussian density function in (2.14) with x * = 0.
By construction, the function δ KPM (x − x * ) is nonnegative over [−1, 1] and we have the normalization
2). Hence, it is a probability density function on [−1, 1] for the Lebesgue measure. It is convenient to consider the following univariate polynomial
The following facts follow directly, which we will use below for the convergence analysis of the new bounds f (r) . 
Convergence analysis
In this section we analyze the convergence rate of the new bounds f (r) and we show the result from Theorem 1.5. We will first consider the univariate case in Section 3.1 (see Theorem 3.3) and then the general multivariate case in Section 3.2 (see Theorem 3.6). As we will see, the polynomial h r arising from the Jackson kernel approximation of the Dirac delta function, introduced above in relation (2.15), will play a key role in the convergence analysis.
The univariate case
We consider a univariate polynomial f and let 
for some sum-of-squares polynomials σ 0 of degree 2 m/2 and σ 1 of degree 2 m/2 − 2.
We start with the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.2 Let f be a polynomial of degree d written in the Chebyshev basis as
, and let h r be the polynomial from (2.15). For any integer r ≥ d we have
and C d is the constant from Lemma 2.2.
T k , we use the orthogonality relationships (2.6) to obtain
Now we use the upper bound on g r k − 1 from Lemma 2.2 and the bound |T k (x * )| ≤ 1 to conclude the proof.
2
We can now conclude the convergence analysis of the bounds f (r) in the univariate case.
Proof. Using the degree bounds in Theorem 3.1 for the sum-of-squares polynomials entering the decomposition of the polynomial h r , we can conclude that for r even, h r is feasible for the program defining the parameter f (r) and for r odd, h r is feasible for the program defining the parameter f (r+1) . Set-
and using Lemma 3.2, this implies:
(r+2) 2 for r even, and
The result of the theorem now follows. 2
The multivariate case
We consider now a multivariate polynomial f and we let
In order to obtain a feasible solution to the program defining the parameter f (r) we will consider products of the univariate polynomials h r from (2.15). Namely, given integers r 1 , . . . , r n ∈ N we define the n-tuple r = (r 1 , . . . , r n ) and the n-variate polynomial
We group in the next lemma some properties of the polynomial H r .
Lemma 3.4
The polynomial H r satisfies the following properties:
(ii) [−1,1] n H r (x)dµ(x) = 1, where dµ is the measure from (1.7).
(iii) H r has a Schmüdgen-type representation of the form
, where each σ I is a sum-of-squares polynomial of degree at most 2 n i=1 r i /2 − 2|I|.
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow directly from the corresponding properties of the univariate polynomials h ri , and (iii) follows using Theorem 3.1 applied to the polynomials h ri .
2
The next lemma is the analog of Lemma 3.2 for the multivariate case. . We have
where C f = ( α:|α|≤d |f α |)
, we can use the orthogonality relationships (2.9) among the multivariate Chebyshev polynomials to derive
Combining this with f (x * ) = α:|α|≤d f α T α (x * ) gives:
Using the identity:
and the fact that |g We can now show our main result, which implies Theorem 1.5.
Theorem 3.6 Let f = α:|α|≤d f α T α be an n-variate polynomial of degree d. For any integer r ≥ n(d + 2), we have
Proof. Write r − n = sn + n 0 , where s, n 0 ∈ N and 0 ≤ n 0 < n, and define the n-tuple r = (r 1 , . . . , r n ), setting r i = s + 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n 0 and r i = s for n 0 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so that r − n = r 1 + . . . + r n . Note that the condition r ≥ n(d + 2) implies s ≥ d and thus r i ≥ d for all i. Moreover, we have: 2 n i=1 r i /2 = 2n 0 (s + 1)/2 + 2(n − n 0 ) s/2 , which is equal to r − n + n 0 for even s and to r − n 0 for odd s and thus always at most r. Hence the polynomial H r from (3.3) has degree at most r. By Lemma 3.4(ii), (iii), it follows that the polynomial H r is feasible for the program defining the parameter f (r) . By Lemma 3.5 this implies that
Computing the parameter f (r) as a generalized eigenvalue problem
As the parameter f (r) is defined in terms of sum-of-squares polynomials (cf. Definition 1.4), it can be computed by means of a semidefinite program. As we now observe, as the program (1.8) has only one affine constraint, f (r) can in fact be computed in a cheaper way as a generalized eigenvalue problem.
Using the inner product from (2.5), the parameter f (r) can be rewritten as
f, h such that
For convenience we use below the following notation. For a set I ⊆ [n] and an integer r ∈ N we let Λ I r denote the set of sequences β ∈ N n with |β| ≤ r−2|I| 2
. As is well known one can express the condition that σ I is a sum-of-squares polynomial, i.e., of the form k p k (x) 2 for some p k ∈ R[x], as a semidefinite program. More precisely, using the Chebyshev basis to express the polynomials p k , we obtain that σ I is a sum-of-squares polynomial if and only if there exists a matrix variable M I indexed by Λ I r , which is positive semidefinite and satisfies
For each I ⊆ [n], we introduce the following matrices A I and B I , which are also indexed by the set Λ I r and, for β, γ ∈ Λ I r , with entries A
We will indicate in the appendix how to compute the matrices A I and B I .
We can now reformulate the parameter f (r) as follows. can be reformulated using the following semidefinite program in the matrix variables M I (I ⊆ [n]):
Proof.
Using relation (4.2) we can express the polynomial variable h in (4.1) in terms of the matrix variables M I and obtain
First this permits us to reformulate the objective function f, h in terms of the matrix variables M I in the following way:
Second we can reformulate the constraint T 0 , h = 1 using
From this follows that the program (4.1) is indeed equivalent to the program (4.4). 2
The program (4.4) is a semidefinite program with only one constraint. Hence, as we show next, it is equivalent to a generalized eigenvalue problem.
Theorem 4.2 For I ⊆ [n] let A
I and B I be the matrices from (4.3) and define the parameter
One then has f (r) = min I⊆[n] λ (I) .
Proof. The dual semidefinite program of the program (4.4) is given by
We first show that the primal problem (4.4) is strictly feasible. To see this it suffices to show that Tr (B I ) > 0, since then one may set M I equal to a suitable multiple of the identity matrix and thus one gets a strictly feasible solution to (4.4) . Indeed, the matrix B I is positive semidefinite since, for any scalars g β ,
Thus Tr (B I ) ≥ 0 and, moreover, Tr (B I ) > 0 since B I is nonzero.
Moreover, the dual problem (4.5) is also feasible, since λ = f min is a feasible solution. This follows from the fact that the polynomial f − f min is nonnegative over [−1, 1] n , which implies that the matrix
is positive semidefinite. Indeed, using the same argument as above for showing that B I 0, we have
Since the primal problem is strictly feasible and the dual problem is feasible, there is no duality gap and the dual problem attains its supremum. The result follows. 2
Numerical examples
We examine the polynomial test functions which were also used in [4] and [3] , and are described in the appendix to this paper.
The numerical examples given here only serve to illustrate the observed convergence behavior of the sequence f (r) as compared to the theoretical convergence rate. In particular, the computational demands for computing f (r) for large r are such that it cannot compete in practice with the known iterative methods referenced in the introduction.
For the polynomial test functions we list in (Table 1 ) the values of f (r) for even r up to r = 48, obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem in Theorem 4.2 using the eig function of Matlab. Recall that for step r of the hierarchy the polynomial density function h is of Schmüdgen-type and has degree r.
For the examples listed the computational time is negligible, and therefore not listed; recall that the computation of f (r) for even n requires the solution of 2 n generalized eigenvalue problems indexed by subsets
, where the order of the matrices equals n+ r/2−|I| n ; cf. Theorem 4.2.
We note that the observed rate of convergence seems in line with the O(1/r 2 ) error bound.
As a second numerical experiment, we compare (see Table 2 ) the upper bound f (r) to the upper bound
Recall that the bound f (r) K corresponds to using sum-of-squares density functions of degree at most r and the Lebesgue measure. As shown in [4] , the computation of f It is interesting to note that, in almost all cases,
. Thus even though the measure dµ(x) and the Schmüdgen-type densities are useful in getting improved error bounds, they mostly do not lead to improved upper bounds for these examples. This also suggests that it might be possible to improve the error result f [4] , at least for the case K = [−1, 1] n . To illustrate this effect we graphically represented the results of Table 2 in Figure 3 . Note that the bound
(r+1) 2 of Theorem 3.6 would lie far above these graphs. To give an idea for the value of the constants C f we calculated them for the Booth, Matyas, Three-Hump Camel,and Motzkin functions: C Booth ≈ 2.6 · 10 5 , C Matyas ≈ 9.9 · 10 3 , C ThreeHump ≈ 3.5 · 10
Finally, it is shown in [4] that one may obtain feasible points corresponding to bounds like f (r) through sampling from the probability distribution defined by the optimal density function. In particular, one may Finally we show that the rightmost term of (2.7) increases monotonically with k. We show the inequality: |t
k+1−2ψ(k+1) | for k ≥ 4. For this we consider again the sequence of Chebyshev coefficients, but this time we are interested in the behavior for increasing k, i.e., in the map k → |t is positive for all k ≥ 4. Hence, we have: ψ(k) ≤ ψ(k + 1). Then, in view of (A.1) (and the comment thereafter), we have |t 
B. Useful identities for the Chebychev polynomials
Recall the notation dµ(x) to denote the Lebesgue measure with the function
as density function. In order to compute the matrices A I and B I we need to evaluate the following integrals:
Thus we can now assume that we are in the univariate case. Suppose we are given integers a, b, c ≥ 0 and the goal is to evaluate the integrals We use the following identities for the (univariate) Chebyshev polynomials: +T |a−b|+c+2 + T ||a−b|+c−2| + T ||a−b|−c|+2 + T |||a−b|−c|−2| ).
Using the orthogonality relation
T a dµ(x) = δ 0,a , we obtain that 
